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The surf zone:  bubble creation via mixing



Bubble production via cavitation



Bubble creation via exsolution of dissolved gas



Bubble creation via exsolution of dissolved gas





2. Shapes of Rigid and Fluid Particles 

(c) 

is treated in Chapter 9. 

values of density ratio, 'j' 

Moreover, ellipsoidal bubbles and drops commonly undergo periodic dilations 
or random wobbling motions which make characterization of shape particu-

difficult. Chapter 7 is devoted to this rcgime .. 
"Spherical-cap" or "ellipsoidal-cap": Large bubbles and drops tend to 

adopt flat or indented bases and to lack any semblance offore-and-aft symmetry. 
Such fluid particles may look very similar to segments cut from spheres or from 
oblate spheroids of low eccentricity; in these cases the terms "spherical-cap" 
and "ellipsoidal-cap" are used. lfthe Iluid particle has an indentation at the rear, 
it is often said to be '·dimpled." Large spherical- or ellipsoidal-caps may also 
trail thin envelopes ('r dispersed fluid referred to as "skirts." Photographs of 
freely rising fluid pa• .Icles in this regime arc shown in Fig. 2.4c, e, f, g and h. 
Spherical- and ellipsoidal-caps with and without skirts are treated in Chapter 8. 

When bubbles and drops rise or fall in bO'lI1ded media their shape is affected 
by the walls of the container. If the bubble or drop is sufficiently large, it 
most of the container cross section and the "slug flow" regime results. A photo-
graph of a slug tlow bubble is shown in Fi,l. 2.4i. The effect of bounding walls 

For bubbles and drops rising or falling freely in inllnite media it is possible 
to prepare a generalized graphical correlation in terms of the EOtvos number,t 
Eo; Morton M: and Reynolds number, Re (Gl, U2): 

(2-14)Eo = 9 Ap d//a, 
M Ap/p2a3, (2-15) 

(2-16)Re 

The resulting plot is shown in Fig. 2.5. Figure 2.5 does not apply to the extreme 
ppip, or viscosity ratio, K pp/p, found for liquid 

drops falling through gases. Drops in gases are considered explicitly in Chapter 
7. Aside from this exclusion, the range of fluid properties and particle volumes 
covered by Fig. 2.5 is very broad indeed. Since Re is the only one of the three 
groups to contain the terminal velocity, Fig. 2.5 may be used to cstimate terminal 
velocities as well as the shape regime, although more accurate predictive correla-
tions are usually available. It is notable that Pp does not play an important role 
in dctermining terminal velocities and shape regimes since it does not appear 

When the Hungarian alphabet was reformed in the 1920's, [i)lvi)s (pronounced Ertvcrsh) 
was given special dispensation to keep the archaic spelling. For wnvenicnce, we drop the umlauts 
from now on. In the present context. the name appears to have originated with Harmathy (H2). 
This group is sometimes referred to as the Rond number. 

I We have called this group the Morton number throughout this book. although it was used prior 
to Haberman and Morton (1-11) by Rosenberg (R2) who refers to Hn even earlier user. In the 
literature. the group is simply referred to as the M-group or property group, ,wd its Inverse 

'':;-

as the P-group, 
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FIG. 2.5 
liquids. 

Shape regimes for bubbles and drops in unhindered gravitational motion through 

Bond number



Bubbles with helical paths
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Shape regimes for bubbles and drops in unhindered gravitational motion through 

Bond number



Spherical cap bubbles



!  stabilized to Ra-P by surrounding fluid vortex ring







(b)(a)

(d)

(e)(c) ��
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Bubble death may create droplets



A self-healing bubble



Cleaning via bubbles

!  most biomaterial/waste is surface active, sticks to bubble surfaces



Drops



The surf zone:  a source of droplet birth



Bubble burst



Break-up of a fluid jet



Drop impact on water



Drop generation at a sheet’s rim





Fluid fishbones







Skipping stone

C. Clanet



The cough

70 cm 

Cloud



The sneeze 

Cloud



Contrails

The Crow instability
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Falling water



,



Vibrational modes of a low viscosity drop on a viscous bath

Gilet et al. (2008)



Drop impact on a hydrophobic solid



More vigorous drop impact



Roisman (2001)



Vandam et al. (2004)



Nagel (2005)

Splashing behavior depends on ambient air pressure 





Bouncing drops

f ~ 50 Hz

50cS  
Si oil



Drop-drop coalescence 



The bouncing jet



Skipping drops 



The coalescence cascade



The coalescence cascade 

Discovery Channel’s `Time Warp’







Rain drop hits a puddle

Martin Waugh

The Worthington jet



a) b) c)

Worthington jet Subsurface
   vortex 

Sheet ejection



What forms do we expect?

Rain hits a puddle



Fluid-fluid impact

What forms do we expect?

The Edgerton crown



Drop impact on water: drop death, bubble birth, drop rebirth




